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Abstract
We propose a new sparse principal component analysis (SPCA)
method in which the solutions are obtained by projecting the full car-
dinality principal components onto subsets of variables. The resulting
components are guaranteed to explain a given proportion of variance.
The computation of these solutions is very efficient. The proposed
method compares well with the optimal least squares sparse compo-
nents. We show that other SPCA methods fail to identify the best
sparse approximations of the principal components and explain less
variance than our solutions. We illustrate and compare our method
with the analysis of a real dataset containing socioeconomic data and
the computational results for nine datasets of increasing dimension
with up to 16,000 variables.
1 Introduction
Data dimensionality reduction methods approximate a set of variables on a
lower dimensional space. Principal components analysis (PCA) is the oldest
and most popular of these methods. Given the measurements of p variables
(or features) on n subjects (or objects) the principal components (PCs) are
the linear combinations of the variables that best approximate the data on an
orthogonal subspace with respect to the least squares criterion (LS) (Pearson,
1901).
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The PCs are difficult to interpret and not informative on important fea-
tures of the dataset because they are combinations of all the observed vari-
ables, as already pointed out by Jeffers (1967). Sparse principal components
analysis (SPCA) is a variant of PCA in which the components computed are
combinations of just a few of the observed variables. The aim of SPCA is to
produce a reduction of the dimensionality that is easy to interpret.
Formally, let X be an (n×p) matrix containing n observations on p mean
centred variables. The information contained in the dataset is summarised
by its total variance defined by ||X||2 = trace(S), where S = XᵀX is the
covariance matrix (omitting a scaling constant which is irrelevant for our
analysis).
A component is any linear combination of the columns of X, defined
by t = Xa, where the elements of the vector a are called loadings. The
least squares estimates of c < p components T = (t1, . . . , tc) are obtained
by minimising the squared (Frobenius) norm of the difference of the data
matrix from its projection onto the components, X̂(T). That is, they are the
solutions to
T = arg min
T
||X− X̂(T)||2 = arg max
T
||X̂(T)||2. (1)
Further constraints are necessary in order to identify the individual compo-
nents. The variance explained, ||X̂(T)||2, maximised by the least squares
criterion is used to measure the performance of the components in approxi-
mating the data.
The PCs are the mutually orthogonal components that sequentially ex-
plain the largest proportion of variance of the X matrix. The (vectors of)
loadings of the PCs are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix S and the
variance explained by each PC is equal to its norm. For this reason the
PCs are commonly defined as the components with unit norm loadings that
sequentially have largest norm (Hotelling, 1933).
A sparse component is a linear combination of a subset of columns of the
X matrix, or block of variables,
.
X, defined by the loadings
.
a as t =
.
X
.
a.
The number of variables in the block is referred to as the cardinality of the
loadings. Sparse components are not eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
and the variance that they explain is not equal to their norm. Since, in most
cases they are not required to be orthogonal, new, more general measures of
their performance are needed.
In recent years a great many SPCA methods have been proposed (among
others, Jolliffe and Uddin, 2000; Moghaddam et al., 2006; Zou et al., 2006;
Sriperumbudur et al., 2009; Shen and Huang, 2008; Wang and Wu, 2012).
These use different optimisation approaches to find sparse components that
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have largest norm. Because of the adoption of this objective function the
resulting components do not maximise the variance explained. Furthermore
these methods cannot reproduce the sparsest expression of the PCs when the
data is rank deficient and the components can be combinations of perfectly
correlated variables, as we will show later.
In this paper we adopt the least squares sparse components analysis (LS
SPCA, Merola, 2015) approach to derive sparse components. In this ap-
proach the components are derived by minimising the least squares estima-
tion criterion under sparsity constraints. LS SPCA components explain the
most possible variance for a given block of variables and do not suffer from
the same drawbacks mentioned above for other methods.
Identifying the blocks of variables from which to compute the components
is an intractable NP-hard problem (Moghaddam et al., 2006). Therefore,
greedy approaches are used to solve the SPCA problem. The techniques used
to find components with the largest norm used in conventional SPCA are not
appropriate for the maximisation of the variance explained. Merola (2015)
proposed a backward elimination procedure which gives excellent results but
does not scale well to larger datasets.
In this paper we propose computing sequentially the sparse components
by projecting each PC on blocks of variables that explain a predetermined
proportion of their variance. We show that the total variance explained by
these projections is not less than the variance of the PC explained by the
variables in the blocks. This means that we can select the variables in the
blocks with an economical supervised forward selection and then compute
the sparse component with a simple orthogonal projection. We will refer to
this method as projection SPCA.
We also show that the lower bound for the variance explained by the
projection SPCA components is also valid for the LS SPCA components
computed from the same blocks of variables. Furthermore, we provide a
novel interpretation of the LS SPCA components showing that these are the
PCs of the projection of the data matrix onto the current block of variables.
We propose a simple but efficient algorithm for computing projection
sparse components. We will show that sparse components for datasets with
over 16,000 variables can be computed in a matter of seconds with this al-
gorithm. Empirically we find that the time complexity of the algorithm is
slightly larger than O(p2).
The paper is organised as follows: in the next section we derive projec-
tion SPCA comparing it to LS SPCA and to conventional SPCA methods.
In Section 3 we give computational details. In Section 4 we illustrate the
usefulness of projection SPCA with an application on a real set of social
data and show its performance on different large datasets also comparing it
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with that of conventional SPCA. In Section 5 we give some final remarks.
2 Projection SPCA
In this section, for ease of exposition, we will refer to quantities computed in
a generic step of an algorithm without the index identifying the order of the
step; the index will be used only when needed.
We denote a generic vector of loadings as a. When sparsity is included
in the model the symbol
.
a denotes the vector of c < p non-zero loadings
corresponding to the variables in the block
.
X. In some cases we write the
sparse vector
.
a in its full cardinality expression as a where missing values
are set equal to zero. Principal components will be denoted as u and their
loadings as v.
2.1 Relationship between variance explained and norm
of the components
When estimating a set of components, the minimisation of the least squares
criterion is equivalent to the maximisation of the variance explained, as shown
in Equation (1). For a set of components T = (t1, . . . , tc) = X(a1, . . . ac)
this is the total variance of the projection of X onto T. If we denote the
projector onto T by PT = T(T
ᵀT)−1Tᵀ so that this projection is X̂(T) =
T(TᵀT)−1TᵀX, the variance explained by the components in T is equal to
vexp(T) = ||X̂(T)||2 = trace(XᵀT(TᵀT)−1TᵀX).
In PCA the variance explained is maximised simultaneously for all com-
ponents, U = (u1, . . . ,uc) = X(v1, . . . ,vc), under the constraint that these
are mutually orthogonal. Because of these constraints, the variance explained
by the c components can be broken down into the sum of the variances of
the complement of X orthogonal to the previously computed components
explained by each component. This complement is the difference of the data
matrix from its projection onto the previous components X − X̂(U) and is
equal to Q = X − U(UᵀU)−1UᵀX . Therefore, the variance explained by
the next principal component u = Xv is equal to
vexp(u) =
uᵀQQᵀu
uᵀu
=
vᵀQᵀQQᵀQv
vᵀQQᵀv
,
where the second equality comes from the orthogonality constraints for which
uᵀX = uᵀQ = vᵀQᵀQ. Setting the derivatives of vexp(u) with respect to v
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equal to zero gives
dvexp(u)
dv
= Q
ᵀ
QQ
ᵀ
Qv −QᵀQvλ ≡ QᵀQv − vλ = 0,
with λ = vexp(u) = vᵀQᵀQQᵀQv/vᵀQᵀQv. For the j-th PC the solution
that maximises the variance explained is the first eigenvector of Qj
ᵀQj, which
is equal to the j-th eigenvector of S. Therefore, vexp(uj) simplifies to
vexp(uj) =
vj
ᵀQj
ᵀQjQj
ᵀQjvj
vj
ᵀQj
ᵀQjvj
=
vj
ᵀQj
ᵀQjvjλj
vj
ᵀvjλj
=
vj
ᵀSvj
vj
ᵀvj
= λj, (2)
because Qj
ᵀQjvj = Svj = vjλj, where λj is the j-th eigenvalue of S. This
equation is the connection between Pearson’s least squares definition of PCA
and Hotelling’s maximal norm definition.
Since the PCs loadings are eigenvectors of S, the orthogonality constraints
vj
ᵀSvk = 0, j 6= k are equivalent to the constraints vjᵀvk = 0, j 6= k. By
adding the requirement that vj
ᵀvj = 1 Equation (2) simplifies to Hotelling’s
definition of PCA:
vj = arg max
vj
vj
ᵀ
Svj (3)
vj
ᵀ
vk = δjk,
where vj
ᵀSvj = λj is the norm of the components with unit norm load-
ings (hereafter referred to simply as norm of the components) and δij is the
Kronecker delta..
The simplified expression of the variance explained by a component in
Equation (2) is valid if and only if the loadings are eigenvectors of S. Hence
it is not valid for a sparse component t =
.
X
.
a because in this case the first
order conditions are
dvexp(t)
d
.
a
=
.
Q
ᵀ
QQ
ᵀ .
Q
.
a−
.
Q
ᵀ .
Q
.
aγ = 0,
which cannot be simplified as above and the solutions are not eigenvectors of
S. This should be expected because, in general, eigenvectors are not sparse.
For this reason, the properties of the PCs are not valid for sparse components;
in particular, the norm of the sparse components is not equal to the variance
that they explain and the loadings are not required to be orthonormal (see
Merola, 2015, for a more details).
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2.2 Extra variance explained
Since sparse loadings are not eigenvectors of the covariance matrix and sparse
components are not necessarily orthogonal, we need to introduce new mea-
sures for the variance explained.
Let T = (t1, . . . , tc) be the matrix containing the first c < p components
computed. If a new component, t, that enters the model is correlated with
the previously computed components — that is, if ti
ᵀtj 6= 0, i < j — the
variance explained
vexp(t) =
aᵀXᵀXXᵀXa
aᵀXᵀXa
includes part of the variance already explained by the other components.
The net increment in total variance explained due to the new component is
the variance explained by its residuals orthogonal to the components already
in the model. Borrowing from the regression literature, we will refer to the
net variance explained as extra variance explained, and denote it by evexp.
The orthogonal projector onto the columns of a set of components T is
equal to PT = T(T
ᵀT)−1Tᵀ; the residuals of X orthogonal to T are equal
to
Q = X−PTX,
which we will refer to as deflated X matrix. A new component t = Xa
deflated of the previous components is equal to t−PTt = Qa and the extra
variance that it explains is equal to
evexp(t) = ||X̂(Qa)||2 = a
ᵀQᵀXXᵀQa
aᵀQᵀQa
=
aᵀXᵀQQᵀXa
aᵀQᵀQa
. (4)
The extra variance explained is equal to the variance explained when t is
the first component (in which case Q = X) and when it is uncorrelated
with all the previously computed components. Since the PCs are mutually
uncorrelated, the concept of extra variance explained does not need to be
considered in their evaluation.
The extra variance explained is essential for the computation of the sparse
components because it measures their contribution accounting for the com-
ponents already computed. Furthermore, the total variance explained by a
set of correlated components (t1, . . . , tc) can be expressed as the sum of the
extra variances explained as vexp(t1, . . . , tc) =
∑c
j=1 evexp(tj). This formu-
lation of the total variance explained is a generalisation of that commonly
used in PCA.
A quantity that we will consider later is the variance of Q explained by
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a component. For a component t = Xa this is equal to
vexpQ(t) = ||Q̂(t)||2 = t
ᵀQQᵀt
tᵀt
=
aᵀXᵀQQᵀXa
aᵀXᵀXa
= evexp(t)
aᵀQᵀQa
aᵀXᵀXa
.
Since aᵀXᵀXa ≥ aᵀQᵀQa it follows that
vexpQ(t) ≤ evexp(t) ≤ vexp(t). (5)
vexpQ will be useful for deriving the sparse components because it is defined
by the components expressed in terms of the observed variables (and not of
their orthogonal residuals) and is a lower bound for evexp.
2.3 Derivation of the projection sparse components
The idea underpinning projection SPCA is to derive the sparse components
at each step from a set of variables that explain a given percentage of the
(full cardinality) first principal component of the deflated matrix Q, which
is the component that explains the most extra variance in that step.
Let u = Qv be the first PC of Q, assuming without loss of generality
that vᵀv = 1. Since u is orthogonal to the previous components vexp(u) =
evexp(u). By Equation (2) the (extra) variance explained by the principal
component u simplifies to vexp(u) = uᵀu = λmax, where λmax is the largest
eigenvalue of QᵀQ. The variance explained by the component u is an upper
bound for the extra variance explained by any component t = Xa added to
the model, in symbols: evexp(t) ≤ λmax.
Assume that the variables in a block
.
X explain a proportion of the vari-
ance of u not less than 0 < α ≤ 1; that is, that uˆ =
.
X(
.
Xᵀ
.
X)−1
.
Xᵀu is such
that
uˆᵀuˆ
uᵀu
≥ α or, equivalently, uˆᵀuˆ ≥ αλmax, (6)
where the right-hand-side inequality derives from Equation (2). The projec-
tion uˆ is a sparse component defined by uˆ =
.
Xvˆ, with
vˆ = (
.
X
ᵀ .
X)−1
.
X
ᵀ
u.
The variance of Q explained by uˆ is equal to:
vexpQ(uˆ) =
uˆᵀQQᵀuˆ
uˆᵀuˆ
=
vˆᵀ
.
XᵀQQᵀ
.
Xvˆ
vˆᵀ
.
Xᵀ
.
Xvˆ
. (7)
It is evident that if uˆ explains more than a proportion α of the variance
of the first PC of Q it will explain a larger proportion of the variance of the
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whole matrix. This can be seen by writing in a singular value decomposition
fashion Q = uvᵀ + U/1V/1
ᵀ (with uj
ᵀuj = λj), where the subscript ‘/1’
denotes that the first column of the matrix has been removed. Then, since
vᵀV/1 = 0,
evexp(uˆ) ≥ vexpQ(uˆ) = uˆᵀuˆ + uˆ
ᵀU/1U/1
ᵀuˆ
uˆᵀuˆ
≥ uˆᵀuˆ ≥ αλmax, (8)
because of Equations (5) and (6). This proves that the extra variance ex-
plained by a projection sparse component uˆ is not less than αλmax.
2.4 Connection with least squares SPCA
Merola (2015) derives the LS SPCA components from a block
.
X, t =
.
X
.
a,
by maximising vexpQ(t). If the block explains at least a proportion α of
the current PC, as in projection SPCA, from Equations (7) and (8) it follows
that the extra variance explained by an LS SPCA component is not less than
αλmax, because
evexp(t) ≥ vexpQ(t) = max
a
.
aᵀ
.
XᵀQQᵀ
.
X
.
a
.
aᵀ
.
Xᵀ
.
X
.
a
≥ vˆ
ᵀ .XᵀQQᵀ
.
Xvˆ
vˆᵀ
.
Xᵀ
.
Xvˆ
≥ αλmax. (9)
The LS SPCA loadings are the generalised eigenvectors solution to
.
X
ᵀ
QQ
ᵀ .
X
.
a =
.
X
ᵀ .
X
.
aγmax, (10)
where γmax is the largest generalised eigenvalue and is equal to the variance
of Q explained by the component.
If we consider the orthogonal projection of Q onto
.
X, Q̂ =
.
X(
.
Xᵀ
.
X)−1
.
XᵀQ,
the loadings of the first principal component of Q̂, b, say, must satisfy:
Q̂
ᵀ
Q̂b = Q
ᵀ .
X(
.
X
ᵀ .
X)−1
.
X
ᵀ
Qb = bγmax.
Then the vector
.
a = (
.
Xᵀ
.
X)−1
.
XᵀQb satisfies
(
.
X
ᵀ .
X)−1
.
X
ᵀ
QQ
ᵀ .
X
.
a =
.
aγmax, (11)
which is equivalent to Equation (10). Hence the LS SPCA components
are the first PCs of the projection of the deflated Q matrix onto the blocks
.
X, while the projection SPCA components are the projections of the first
PCs of Q onto the blocks
.
X.
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By Equation (9) the variance explained by LS SPCA solutions has a
higher lower bound than that explained by projection SPCA components.
However, due to the necessity of using greedy approaches to the identification
of the blocks of variables, it is not always guaranteed that the LS SPCA
components explain more variance than the corresponding projection SPCA
components. We leave the comparison of these two SPCA approaches for
future research. We can anticipate that in our studies we observed that the
extra variance explained is very similar (to the third or fourth decimal figure)
for all components.
2.5 Connection with conventional SPCA methods
In conventional methods the SPCA problem is defined by adding sparsity
constraints to Hotelling’s formulation of PCA in Equation (3). That is, the
loadings are the solution to
a = arg max
a
a
ᵀ
Sa (12)
card(a) = c, a
ᵀ
a = 1.
In some cases the cardinality constraint is substituted with a lasso type
penalty
∑ |ai|. It is well known that this penalty induces sparsity. Different
constraints are added after the first component is computed to avoid trivial
solutions.
For most SPCA methods the adoption of model 12 is justified by a not
clearly defined statistical fidelity criterion. This probably refers to the as-
sumption that under sparsity constraints the norm of the components is
equivalent to the variance that they explain. This is not correct, as shown
in Section 2.1.
Zou et al. (2006) reduce the minimization of the least squares criterion
to the maximisation of the norm of the sparse components by adding an
extra constraint to the PCA problem. The least squares PCA problem for a
generic component t = Xa can be defined as:
(a,p) = arg min
a,p
||X−Xapᵀ||2 (13)
where p is a vector of coefficients. From the first order conditions it follows
that pᵀ = (aᵀXᵀXa)−1aᵀXᵀX. Zou et al. (2006) require that ||p||2 = pᵀp =
1, which implies that p = a (so that pᵀa = (aᵀXᵀXa)−1aᵀXᵀXa = 1) and
that ||a|| = 1. Since ||pᵀp||2 = (aᵀSSa)/(aᵀSa)−2, by the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality the condition ||p||2 = 1 is satisfied if and only if a ∝ Sa, that
is, if and only if a is an eigenvector of S. This condition is satisfied by the
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unconstrained PCs but not by the sparse components because when a is
sparse Sa 6= aλ and p = Sa(aᵀSa)−1 6= a.
The consequence of adding the constraints p = a and aᵀa = 1 to the
least squares criterion in Equation (13) is that it becomes the maximisation
of the norm of the sparse component
.
X
.
a in Equation (12). To see this,
assume without loss of generality that the first c variables form the block
.
X
and that the block
∨
X contains the remaining variables, so that X = (
.
X,
∨
X).
Analogously we write a = (
.
aᵀ,0ᵀ)ᵀ, where 0 is a vector of zeroes of dimension
p− c. Then it follows that
arg min
a
||X−Xaaᵀ||2 = arg min
.
a
||(
.
X,
∨
X)−
.
X
.
a(
.
a
ᵀ
,0
ᵀ
)||2 =
arg min
.
a
||
.
X−
.
X
.
a
.
a
ᵀ||2 = arg max
.
a
.
a
ᵀ .
X
ᵀ .
X
.
a (14)
subject to
.
a
ᵀ .
a = 1.
The same argument is applicable to Shen and Huang (2008)’s regularised
SVD derivation of SPCA.
The maximisation of the norm of the sparse components does not max-
imise the variance explained by the components and also leads to results that
are incompatible with the aim of finding the best sparse approximations of
the PCs. This can be can be illustrated by considering the maximisation of
the norm of the components on rank deficient data. Such data arise when
some of the variables are collinear and when there are fewer observations
than variables, which is often the case in gene expression and near infrared
data sets.
When rank(X) = r < min{n, p} p− r columns of X are linearly depen-
dent and any linear combination of the p columns can be expressed in terms
of a linearly independent set of r of its columns. Assume without loss of
generality that the first r columns of X are linearly independent and denote
them as
.
X. Also let
∨
X be the remaining columns. Then it is simple to prove
that
X = [
.
X,
∨
X] =
.
X
[
Ir,
.
X
ᵀ
(
.
X
.
X
ᵀ
)−
∨
X
]
=
.
X
[
Ir, (
.
X
ᵀ .
X)−1
.
X
ᵀ ∨
X
]
= P .
X
X =
.
XB,
(15)
where the superscript ‘−’ denotes the Moore-Penrose generalised inverse and
B =
[
Ir, (
.
Xᵀ
.
X)−1
.
Xᵀ
∨
X
]
. Therefore the PCs can be equivalently written as
Xv ≡
.
X(Bv) =
.
Xv˙, with v˙ = Bv. Since the largest singular value of X is
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not smaller than the largest singular value of
.
X, v˙ᵀv˙ ≥ 1. Therefore, the PCs
can be equivalently written as sparse components of cardinality r defined by
loadings with norm larger than one. However, conventional SPCA methods
are prevented from identifying the sparse expression of the PCs because they
consider only components with unit norm loadings and the only components
with unit norm loadings that are equal to the PCs are the full cardinality PCs
themselves. As a consequence, these methods would compute components
with a number of variables larger than r. This fact is well documented by
several examples available in the SPCA literature. It should be stressed that
adding more than r variables to the solution means including redundant
variables that are perfectly correlated with the ones already selected, hence
unnecessarily increasing its cardinality.
In LS SPCA a component of cardinality equal to the rank of the ma-
trix will be recognised as optimal because by Equation (11) the LS SPCA
components are the PCs of P .
X
X which, when rank(
.
X) = r, is equal to X
by Equation (15). As a matter of fact, LS SPCA components of cardinality
larger than the rank of the data matrix cannot be computed because in that
case the matrix
.
Xᵀ
.
X would be singular.
As an example of inconsistent results given by conventional SPCA meth-
ods we consider a matrix with 100 observations on five perfectly collinear
variables defined as
xij = (−1)i
√
j, i = 1, . . . , 100; j = 1, . . . , 5. (16)
The covariance matrix for these variables, S = XᵀX, has rank one, its largest
eigenvalues is equal to 1500 and the others are all zero. The first PC ex-
plains all the variance and can be written in terms of any of the variables
as xj
√
1500/sjj, j = 1, . . . , 5, that is as a cardinality one component with
loading larger than one.
The complete set of conventional SPCA solutions of different cardinalities
are shown in Table 1. These indicate that x5 ”explains” just 33% of the norm
of the PC, x4 and x5 together only 60% (with a net increase equal to 27%)
and so on. These results mislead the interpretation because they imply that
some variables (the ones with larger variance) explain more variance than
other collinear ones and that only the full cardinality component (the PC)
explains the maximum variance. In reality, any variable explains the same
variance as the PC but this cannot be revealed by conventional SPCA meth-
ods because the norm of a component with unit norm loadings is bounded
by trace(
.
Xᵀ
.
X).
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Table 1: Optimal conventional SPCA solutions.
cardinality
variable 1 2 3 4 5
x1 0 0 0 0 0.58
x2 0 0 0 0.60 0.52
x3 0 0 0.65 0.53 0.45
x4 0 0.75 0.58 0.46 0.37
x5 1 0.67 0.50 0.38 0.26
norm 500 900 1200 1400 1500
rel norm 0.33 0.60 0.80 0.93 1.0
The results of applying conventional SPCA to the correlation matrix of
the variables in the above example follow a similar pattern. The correlation
matrix is a 5×5 matrix of ones with only one non-zero eigenvalue equal to 5.
The results of conventional SPCA would be as shown in Table 2 irrespective
of which variables are included because the variables are identical. These
results lead to the meaningless conclusion that linear combinations of two or
more identical variables explain more variance than a linear combination of
fewer of them but less than the PC, which is collinear to them.
Table 2: Optimal conventional SPCA solutions for the correlation matrix.
cardinality 1 2 3 4 5
norm 1 2 3 4 5
rel norm 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Applying LS SPCA to this dataset would yield a single cardinality one
component both for the covariance and the correlation matrices, as required.
This can be seen by considering that the variance explained by any variable
xj is equal to
vexp(xj) =
xj
ᵀXXᵀxj
xj
ᵀxj
=
∑5
i=1 s
2
ij
sjj
=
5∑
i=1
sii = tr(S),
because cor(xi, xj)
2 = 1 = s2ij/(siisjj). Which variable is chosen depends on
the algorithm used. An analogous example for blocks of collinear variables
can be derived using the artificial data example introduced in Zou et al.
(2006), as illustrated in Merola (2015).
The case of collinear variables above is useful also to illustrate the funda-
mental difference between conventional SPCA and LS SPCA. The maximi-
sation of the norm identifies blocks of highly correlated variables, which give
similar information; the maximisation of the variance explained selects less
12
correlated variables which are important for explaining the variance also of
the other variables in the set. For this reason, LS SPCA yield lower cardi-
nality components that are better approximations of the PCS. Merola (2015)
also discusses other unconvincing aspects of conventional SPCA methods.
3 Computational details
The basic projection SPCA algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1. The algo-
rithm is straightforward and simple to implement. Its complexity depends
on how the variables for each block are selected (line 10) and the eigenvectors
are computed (line 9).
Determining the variables that explain a given percentage of the current
PC is a problem analogous to model selection in multiple regression and
feature selection in machine learning. These problems can be solved with
different greedy approaches and algorithms. The question of which algorithm
performs best is a long-standing problem which is difficult to answer because
of the existence of competing desired objectives. A recent literature review
can be found in Kumar and Minz (2014). Many of these algorithms can be
used for selecting the variables for computing projection SPCA.
In our implementation we chose the simple forward selection used in mul-
tiple regression analysis for maximising the coefficient of determination be-
cause it is computationally very efficient. In this algorithm the variables that
sequentially explain the most extra variance of the current PC enter the so-
lution until a predetermined threshold for the coefficient of determination is
reached. This method can be seen as a QR decomposition with supervised
pivoting and can be implemented efficiently using updating formulae (e.g.
see Bjo¨rck, 2015).
Since for each component only the first eigenvector of the deflated covari-
ance matrix Qj
ᵀQj is required, these can be computed economically using
the power method. The power method computes approximated results itera-
tively and is has complexity about O(p2), while algorithms that compute the
whole set of eigenvectors accurately are about O(p3). The power method is
used in extremely high dimensional problems such as, for example, Google
page ranking (Bryan and Leise, 2006). The algorithm can be modified to
compute LS SPCA components by changing line 11 accordingly and modify-
ing the power method for the computation of generalised eigenvectors.
The theoretical time complexity of the algorithm cannot be computed
exactly but we expect the complexity of the whole algorithm to be less than
O(p3) because it does not contain operations of this complexity or higher. In
the next section we will analyse the time taken on the datasets empirically.
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Algorithm 1 Projection SPCA algorithm
1: procedure pspca(X, α, stopRuleCompute)
2: initialize
3: Q← X
4: j ← 0
5: stopCompute ← FALSE
6: end initialize
7: while stopCompute = FALSE do . start components computation
8: j ← j + 1
9: uj : QQ
ᵀuj = ujλj . compute first PC of Q
10: indj ← {i1, . . . , icj} : ||uˆj ||2 ≥ αλj . variables selection output
11: aj ← (
.
Xj
ᵀ .Xj)−1
.
Xj
ᵀuj . j-th sparse loadings,
.
Xj are columns of X in indj
12: tj ←
.
Xjaj . j-th sparse component
13: if stopRuleCompute = FALSE then . stop rule on total variance explained
or number of components
14: Q← Q− tjtj
ᵀ
Q
tj
ᵀtj . deflate X of current component
15: else
16: stopCompute ← TRUE . terminate components computation
17: end if
18: end while
19: end procedure
4 Numerical examples
In this section we will give an example of data analysis using projection
SPCA and illustrate the computational times and sparse reduction attained
on large datasets. For simplicity of exposition, we refer to the size of the
loadings meaning the absolute value of the non-zero ones.
4.1 Sparse principal components analysis of crime data
As an illustration of sparse principal component analysis we compare the re-
sults of applying simple thresholding and projection SPCA to the correlation
matrix of a dataset containing socioeconomic measures collected in the 1990s
for different US cities (available at the UCI repository, Frank and Asuncion,
2010).The data were originally used to explain the rate of violent crime in
the different cities. We deleted 23 variables with missing values. The final
set contains 1994 observations on 99 variables. The example is given only
to illustrate an application of sparse principal components analysis and does
not claim to be a deep analysis of these data, which is beyond the scope of
this paper and our expertise.
The ordered loadings of the first and second PCs scaled to percentage
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contributions that is, scaled to unit sum of absolute values are shown
in Figure 1. Clearly, it is difficult to choose a threshold value to separate
significant and nonsignificant loadings as they decrease at a regular rate.
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Figure 1: Ordered contributions of the first two PCs of the crime dataset.
The summary results of projection SPCA with α = 95% are shown in
Table 3. In this table the relative cumulative variance explained (rCvexp)
denotes the ratio of the cumulative variance explained by the components
over that explained by the PCs. This is, it is computed as
rCvexp(uˆ1, . . . , uˆc) =
vexp(uˆ1, . . . , uˆc)
vexp(u1, . . . ,uc)
=
∑c
j=1 evexp(uˆj)∑c
j=1 vexp(uj)
.
As expected, rCvexp is always higher than 95% and the cardinality of
the sparse components is quite low. The first two sparse components are
highly correlated with the corresponding PCs while the correlation decreases
for successive components. The R2 statistics refer to the regression of the
logarithm of crime rate on the components computed thus far.
Table 3: Summary statistics for the first five projection SPCA components.
Comp1 Comp2 Comp3 Comp4 Comp5
% Cumulative vexp 24.4 40.8 49.8 57.2 62.7
% Relative cumulative vexp 96.5 96.5 96.5 96.6 96.6
Cardinality 3 5 7 9 8
Correlation with PC 0.97 0.98 0.94 0.83 0.92
% R2 log(crime rate) on PCs 44.0 49.0 50.9 51.3 53.3
% R2 log(crime rate) on sparse comp. 45.7 51.9 56.4 57.2 57.2
Table 4 shows the ten largest contributions of the first PC and the three
non-zero contributions of the first projection sparse component. The last
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column shows the coefficients of determination resulting from regressing each
variable on all other variables in the set (squared multiple correlations), R2j .
The ten largest PC contributions assign about the same weight to dif-
ferent measures of two indicators: income and the presence of both parents
in a household. The corresponding variables are highly correlated among
themselves, as shown by the large R2j values. The sparse contributions assign
about 50% of weight to income, about 37% to families with two parents,
and 12% to a new indicator: large family size. This last variable is hardly
correlated with the others and its contribution to the PC ranks 46th in size.
Combining just three variables out of 99, the sparse component explains
96.5% of the variance explained by the first PC, indicates the key features
of the PC and identifies another important variable which would have been
difficult to find by analysing the PC loadings.
Table 4: Largest ten contributions of the first full cardinality PC and those of the first projection SPCA
component.
Contribution Variable R2j
PCA
-2.2% median family income (differs from household income) 0.98
-2.2% median household income 0.98
-2.1% percentage of children in family housing with two parents 0.98
-2.1% percentage of households with investment/rent income in 1989 0.83
2.1% percentage of people below the poverty level 0.84
-2.1% percentage of families (with children) with two parents 0.98
-2.0% percentage of children aged 4 and under in two-parent households 0.90
-2.0% per capita income 0.92
2.0% percentage of households with public assistance income in 1989 0.75
2.0% percentage of occupied housing units without a phone (in 1990, this was rare!) 0.76
Proj SPCA
-51% median family income (differs from household income) 0.51
-37% percentage of children in family housing with two parents 0.52
12% percentage of family households that are large (6 or more) 0.09
The ten largest contributions of the second PC, shown in Table 5, assign
about 92% of the weights (rescaled) to highly correlated variables regarding
immigrants: the percentage of immigrants by time of arrival and skills in
English language, and 8% to living in dense housing conditions. Instead, the
five sparse contributions, also shown in Table 5, assign 52% of the weights to
one variable regarding immigrants, while the remaining weights are evenly
divided into four variables concerning different social aspects such as the
percentage of older residents and the percentage of people living in their own
house. These variables have low multiple correlation. The indicator for large
families, which was also present in the first component, has high correlation
with the indicator for dense housing, which is an important contributor to
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the PC. The positive contribution of the percentage of people living in their
own house is probably due to the cost of paying a mortgage over household
income and to the fact that older residents are more likely to own their
house.
Table 5: Largest ten contributions of the second full cardinality PC and those of the second sparse
components computed with projection SPCA.
Contribution Variable R2j
PCA
2.7% percentage of population who immigrated within the last 10 years 1.00
2.7% percentage of population who immigrated within the last 8 years 1.00
2.6% percentage of population who immigrated within the last 5 years 1.00
2.6% percentage of population who immigrated within the last 3 years 0.98
2.6% percentage of foreign-born people 0.96
-2.3% percentage of people who speak only English 0.95
2.3% percentage of people who do not speak English well 0.94
2.1% percentage of people in dense housing (more than 1 person per room) 0.86
2.0% percentage of population of Asian heritage 0.63
2.0% percentage of population of Hispanic heritage 0.90
Proj SPCA
42% percentage of population who immigrated within the last 10 years 0.11
-15% percentage of population aged 65 and over 0.06
15% owner-occupied housing - upper quartile value 0.55
14% percentage of family households that are large (6 or more) 0.47
13% number of people living in areas classified as urban 0.32
In summary, in this example the sparse components combining few key
variables explain over 96% of the variance explained by the PCs. In con-
trast, large PC loadings correspond to clusters of mutually highly correlated
variables which shadow other important but less correlated variables.
The sparse components computed with LS SPCA are often better at
predicting variables not included in the dataset than the PCs. This probably
depends on the sparse components giving higher weight to variables that are
less correlated with others in the set, but which may be more correlated with
an exogenous response. This is not guaranteed for all applications but, in
this example, the sparse components yield higher coefficients of determination
for the logarithms of crime rate than the PCs, as shown in Table 3. These
coefficients of determination are quite high considering that the coefficient of
determination for regressing the logarithm of crime rate on all 99 variables
is 69.1%.
4.2 Computational results for different datasets
In this section we report the results of running 20 repetitions of projection
SPCA on datasets with different numbers of variables, from less than 100
to over 16,000. For all datasets we required that each sparse component
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explained at least 95% of the corresponding PC. The computational times
reported were measured using an implementation of the algorithm in C++
embedded in R using the packages Rcpp and RcppEigen.
It is well known that R is an inefficient language (Morandat et al., 2012),
so this choice makes the program run slower than if it were written only in C++
but has other advantages. Therefore, the times shown are only indicative of
the performance of the algorithms on large matrices, which can be improved
if necessary.
The datasets that we consider in this section, listed in Table 6, have
been taken from various sources, mostly from the data distributed with the
Elements of Statistical Learning book (ESL) (Hastie et al., 2009) website.
Other sets were taken from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Frank
and Asuncion, 2010). The remaining sets were taken from different sources,
see Table 6 for details. Most of the datasets contain gene expression data.
The characteristic of these sets is to have a large number of features and
fewer objects. The largest dataset (Ramaswamy et al., 2001) has been used
to test other SPCA methods (Zou et al., 2006; Sriperumbudur et al., 2009;
Wang and Wu, 2012).
Table 6: Description of the datasets used for numerical comparison.
Name Samples Features Description Source
Crime 1994 99 social data UCI Repositorya
Isolet 6238 716 character recognition UCI Repositoryb
Ross NCI60 60 1375 gene expression R package made4 c
Khanh 88 2318 gene expression ESL
Phoneme 256 4509 speech recognition ESL
NCI60 60 6830 gene expression ESL
Protein 11 7466 protein cytometry ESL
Radiation 58 12625 gene expression ESL
Ramaswamy 144 16063 gene expression Broadinstitute repositoryd
a https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Communities+and+Crime
b https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/ISOLET
c http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/made4.html
d http://software.broadinstitute.org/cancer/software/genepattern/datasets
Tables 7 and 8 show the median computational time, over 20 repetitions,
taken to compute ten sparse components for nine datasets considered, to-
gether with the cardinalities. Table 7 also shows the relative cumulative
variance explained, which is always larger than 95% as required. The same
is true for larger datasets (not shown). The cardinalities are also very low
for the largest datasets. Such dramatic reduction may be partly due to the
fact that these sets have fewer observations than variables. The times taken
to compute the first component vary from four milliseconds to 2.7 seconds.
Computing ten components for the largest set takes less than one and a half
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minutes.
Computing the theoretical time complexity of the projection SPCA al-
gorithm is not possible because the convergence times for both the forward
selection and power method algorithms depend on the data structure. Since
the power method is at least O(n2) and there are no operations O(n3), we
expect the computational complexity to be within these two limits. The
time taken to compute additional components grows almost linearly for fixed
dataset size, and the time taken to compute a fixed number of components
increases non-linearly with the size of the datasets.
Table 7: Median computational times, relative cumulative variance explained, and cardinalities of the
first 10 projection SPCA components with α = 0.95 for three medium-size datasets. Time is expressed in
milliseconds.
Name Isolets Ross NCI60 Khanh
No. vars 716 1375 2318
No. Components Time rCvexp card Time rCvexp card Time rCvexp card
1 Comp 4.0 95.4% 5 24.1 96.8% 5 126.2 96.4% 6
2 Comps 15.2 95.4% 17 65.1 96.6% 6 260.6 96.2% 6
3 Comps 26.9 95.5% 15 102.9 96.7% 6 360.8 96.4% 4
4 Comps 45.6 95.5% 26 155.0 96.7% 9 555.6 96.4% 8
5 Comps 63.34 95.5% 27 219.6 96.7% 9 731.3 96.5% 9
6 Comps 80.71 95.6% 25 281.4 96.8% 9 969.8 96.5% 8
7 Comps 103.0 95.6% 32 343.1 96.8% 11 1167.0 96.5% 10
8 Comps 125.5 95.8% 36 418.1 96.9% 11 1447.0 96.6% 12
9 Comps 148.7 95.9% 32 499.5 96.9% 12 1640.0 96.6% 10
10 Comps 175.2 95.9% 42 580.0 97.0% 13 1841.0 96.7% 12
Table 8: Median computational times and cardinalities of the first 10 projection SPCA components with
α = 0.95 for five large-size datasets. Time is expressed in seconds.
Name Phoneme NCI60 Protein Radiation Ramaswamy
No. vars 4509 6830 7466 12625 16063
No. comp. Time card Time card Time card Time card Time card
1 Comp 0.1 1 0.6 4 0.4 1 2.7 5 2.3 3
2 Comps 0.4 4 1.9 5 1.1 2 6.1 5 6.9 4
3 Comps 1.1 13 2.9 6 1.8 1 12.8 7 12.5 6
4 Comps 2.0 16 4.5 8 2.4 2 17.7 7 19.5 8
5 Comps 3.3 20 6.7 10 3.3 2 23.7 7 28.0 9
6 Comps 4.4 23 8.2 9 4.2 3 30.3 8 37.6 8
7 Comps 5.8 27 10.0 8 5.6 3 37.3 8 46.2 10
8 Comps 7.0 28 12.0 10 6.5 3 44.6 9 60.4 13
9 Comps 8.7 27 14.2 10 7.4 4 52.0 9 73.0 17
10 Comps 10.6 26 16.4 10 8.2 4 59.0 8 85.6 16
To estimate the time complexity function for c components and p vari-
ables, T (c, p), we assume that it is polynomial in both parameters, which can
be written as
T (c, p) = kdαpβ or log(T (c, p)) = log(k) + α log(c) + β log(p) + η.
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The fit obtained with the data available is almost perfect with R2 = 0.99,
as shown in Table 9. As expected, the estimated coefficients show that
computational time increases slightly faster than linearly with the number
of components computed while it is approximately O(p2) with respect to
the dataset size. It should be noted that the time taken for matrices with
fewer objects than features can be reduced by using the inverse svd. We do
not report these times because are peculiar to the matrices while the ones
reported refer generically to matrices with a given number of variables.
Table 9: Output of the regression of log(T (c, p)) on log(c) and log(p).
Coefficients Estimate Std. error t-value Pr(> |t|)
log10(k) -5.06 0.08 -61.44 < 2e-16 ***
α 1.46 0.05 30.81 < 2e-16 ***
β 2.03 0.02 93.37 < 2e-16 ***
Residual standard error: 0.1362 on 87 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.9911, Adjusted R-squared: 0.9909
F-statistic: 4833 on 2 and 87 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
4.3 Comparison with conventional SPCA
In this section we compare the performance of the first sparse components
computed with a conventional SPCA method and with projection SPCA. As
conventional SPCA method we used SPCA-IE (Wang and Wu, 2012) with
amvl criterion. This method was shown to perform similarly to other SPCA
methods, it does not require to choose arbitrary sparsity parameters and is
simple to implement.
We compare the norm of the components, the relative cumulative vari-
ance that they explain and their correlation with the full PC for different
cardinalities. Since the results for large matrices are quite similar we limit
this comparison to four datasets: Crime, Isolets, Khanh and Ramaswamy.
For the last dataset we computed the conventional sparse components using
simple thresholding, stopping the computation to cardinality 200; details of
the performance of components with larger cardinality computed with dif-
ferent conventional SPCA methods can be found in the papers cited above.
Figure 2 compares the performance of the components computed with
different methods. The LS SPCA values for the rank deficient Khanh and
Ramaswamy datasets are available only until the solutions reach full rank
cardinality (87 and 143, respectively) at which the components explain the
maximum possible variance. Clearly SPCA-IE outperforms projection SPCA
in the norm of the components. However, the latter method guarantees
higher variance explained and closer convergence to the PC with much lower
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cardinality.
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Figure 2: Norm, rCvexp and correlation with the PCs versus cardinality for the first sparse components
computed with SPCA-IE (spca) and projection SPCA (lsspca).
This phenomenon is more evident for large rank deficient datasets when
conventional sparse components combination of hundreds of variables explain
less variance than projection components which are combinations of much
fewer variables. As explained in Section 4.3, projection SPCA components
reach the maximum when their cardinality is equal to the matrix rank while
conventional SPCA components reach the maximum when their cardinality is
equal to the number of variables. The plots show clearly that the components’
norms are not related to the variance that they explain or to their correlation
with the PC, confirming the theoretical conclusions given above.
Table 2 shows the cardinality with which the components computed with
the two methods reached 99.9% rCvexp (or 0.998 correlation with the PC).
For the Ramaswamy dataset the threshold for the variance explained is not
reached with cardinality 200. The last column of the table shows rCvexp
for the conventional SPCA components with the same cardinality at which
the projection SPCA components reach 99.9% rCvexp. Again, it can be
appreciated the much greater efficiency of projection SPCA at approximating
the PCs.
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Table 10: Cardinality needed to reach 99.9% rCvexp by the components computed with projection SPCA,
second column, and SPCA-IE, third column. The fourth column shows the rCvexp for the SPCA-IE
components with the same cardinality as the corresponding projection SPCA component.
Dataset Rank Proj. SPCA SPCA rCvexp SPCA
Crime 99 38 74 85.200%
Isolet 716 123 439 59.600%
Khanh 87 28 1338 0.060%
Ramaswamy 143 23 > 200 0.002%
5 Discussion
Conventional SPCA method have been shown to give results similar to simple
thresholding if not worse (Zou et al., 2006; Wang and Wu, 2012). Thresh-
olding has been proven to give misleading results (e.g. Cadima and Jolliffe,
1995). Since the loadings are proportional to the covariances of the variables
with the PCs, the largest loadings correspond to variables that are highly
correlated with the current PC and among themselves. These sets of vari-
ables are not very informative because they contain different measures of the
same features.
Zou et al. (2006) propose three properties of a good SPCA method:
• Without any sparsity constraint, the method should reduce to PCA.
• It should be computationally efficient for both small p and big p data.
• It should avoid misidentifying the important variables.
In the light of what explained above, the first property is not enough for a
good method. The second is not necessary for the most commonly analysed
datasets and the third one is vague because importance is not defined and
variables known to be unimportant could be directly eliminated from the
analysis.
We suggest the following properties for a good SPCA method:
• Without any sparsity constraint the method should reduce to PCA.
• It should identify the sparsest expression of the principal components.
• The addition of a variable perfectly correlated with one or more vari-
ables already in the solution should not improve the objective function.
The last property eliminates redundant variables from the solution and should
deter the inclusion of highly correlated ones. Conventional SPCA methods
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do not have the last two properties while methods based on LS SPCA do. It
is surely possible that different methods would have these properties.
Projection SPCA methodology is intuitive and can be understood by
users who do not have a deep knowledge of numerical optimisation. The
only parameter to be set for computing the solutions is the proportion of
variance explained, the meaning of which is also easily understandable. The
algorithm is simple to implement and scalable to large datasets. Most con-
ventional SPCA methods are based on complicated numerical optimisations
and require setting values of parameters the effect of which is difficult to
understand.
Different variable selection methods could be used for projection SPCA.
Future research could explore the effect of using different selection methods,
such as least angle or lasso regression, for example.
In this work we have developed a framework for computing LS SPCA
solutions. These solutions give sparse components that closely approximate
the full PCs with low cardinality. These can be efficiently computed also for
very large datasets. We also show that conventional SPCA methods suffer
from a number a drawbacks which make the solution provided less attractive
than the corresponding LS SPCA solutions.
LS SPCA is implemented in the R package spca available on GitHub.
Projection SPCA will be added to this package in the future.
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